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'. Tuesday, February. IS, 1977
·'·r
'.:The t}tiahound argument of··Ce~te~~ Prior 'to the argument.
the .Upperclass Moot Court the Van Vleck Club is hosting a
Competition will be held Feb: dinner for thejudges.partici-
ruary 17th at 8 p.m, in Building • pants . and a representative
- .,:- . C (23rd arid G Streets). The case number offaculty members;
by Prof. John Banzhaf far mo~ehighly qualified woman ' has a policy with regard to hiring to .be argued .concernsthe_ .' ,
Nothing is more importantto applicant. (hereinafter ~'appli-' of husbands and wives; .ft says : responsibility for corporate ,dis- ,Thefirstyear' MQ9tCourt
the quality of the instruction cant") had beenrefused consid- ,there is no policy against it as 'closure of foreign payment 'competition has' gotten tinder-
. students receive at a law school erationvfincluding: ev~n the: 'long as one is not going to be under the federal securities laws. .'Yay,witha,larg~, number. of
than the members of its faculty. opportunity' to come for an ,working ina supervisory capa- The finalists are Richard Kjeld-, s,tudents competing. Twenty
Good faculty members '. can interview) for two reasons.' The 'City with respect, to the other.." gaard' and Don .. Stirckland 'teamswiH' be briefing and'
make courses stimulating and first was 'thatshe, was :arecentHowever,"it was 'argurd, some ".representing the petitioners and .arguing a case invplving paren-
meaningful: despite the worst graduate' of the National Law .members })f thecQmmittee,John ,Adragna and Robert·· tal challenges ,to the use' of
physical plant. whlle-even the Center. The other was that she . apparently felt that- the law .. Cabble representing the res- certain textbooks ina public
most modern of buildings and was currently living with a.male-vschool should have . apolicypondents; . '. school system. The first round of
the best of libraries can't. help a <member of the faculty; by great against both members' of. a l:'he Chief Judge. ~()r. the this argument will be held
law -school . without effective coincidence, the very member of - marriedvcouple being on our :argumen~ wilt ~eU.S. District . February 24 at; 8 p.m:,Room
teachers. Likewise, the rep uta- the facultyraising'the issue of . faculty. Moreover, .any ,such:Judge, GerhardA. Gesell. ,The' assignments will be posted the
tion a law school enjoys-which 'her' exclusion; Both reasorisT he policy. should apply not only' to 'associate judges will be . former . week prior to the argument.
reflects on its recent graduates charged. were-in violation'ofthethoseactuallyina state of mar." SEC Chairman' Manuel F.' The winners oftheupperclass
'indsignificantly affects their job p.C. Human Rights Act" and riedbliss, but al~oto th.ose who C~hen and Former Director' of i competition will receive $100 .
prospects';"'deperids in larger individualm(:mbersof-the'com--havea quasi-mamage r~lation-,the Investor Responsibility Re- '" each from. Dr; Jacob, A Burns
part on'the quality of its faculty.mittee>whicn . a,lIegedly had-ship:~.g.,.Iiving:~ogeth~r,'Thus.-search Group Elliot Weiss.! Mr. ',das's of 1924 and a rrie~ber of
Thus llta ,time when jobs arediscriminated~against her; could . even though theUn,iversity has' Weiss jscurrently serving onAn 'the University's BoardofTrus-
scarce, and George Washington, be liabl~, I1esaid. for ciVil ,no .,anti~nepotism policy,' and . advisory panel Jor SEC dis" tees. In additiori,- each' winn~r
University'S Law {SchooL has damages: ......,,~.. '. . :::' even though the two peciplein closure policy, " ',' will receive a medallion com-
. slipped far behind that of its -~, He went on:' to 'say that question were not married, ,this .. '. Admission is free. There will memoratingtheir victory. Each
rival-Georgetown (according to apparently, one o{ moremem- was said to be a negative factor' be a brief reception following the winner .... of the first year
tworecentsurvey~), the faculty bers ofthiscommittee,-to whom operating against thecommiFargument at the University Club <;ompetition will receive ' . a
would want to. take. every· the faculiydelegaies the ta~k of tee'scons!!lerationof.fier appH- ;on Wethird floor of the Marvin plaque., .
. "possible :-step~leaving.no., ·pos.· ·.makinganiniiialselection, have" cation.-; i" .••......, •.' ,; "......... "' .., , {
. 'sible storieunturned-to be sure . adopted two<different policies. The .. professor ....raising the".' PE'PC'0" F 'd' b
that new vacancies were filled by The firsti~that the hiring of issuesarguedthat this constitut..., . .... .' . ' ... "'" av()rc . r ,Y '..
the most highly qualified people. recent graduates. oL our' ownedsex discrimination; surely we
In addition to searching for school is, unvvise, apparentltwould not'apply the same rule to 'n"c u·.' .file C· ,,' -., ,"':"'. :.. .
"candidates',with the finest aca- becausetheyrilllyhavedifficulty 'twomales who were "batching~' '.--,', ~l 1.~Y...· . OmmlSSlOn
demic qualifications. we should interacting in their new roles it together. Furthermore, where
~'.1ogicallylook at every reasonable ~ith. their former 'profes·sors.would one dra":the line? Could
indicia of teaching ability. Did Although the argument· may the,femaleapphcapt remove the,' . ".,.By Bob Cholpakt'private,. electric utility com-
the faculty do that? Judge for \ have some merit. one might, d,isabilitycsimply by moving out., ,.,:D.C. P..QlG panies...,
yourselflr . ..j' reasonably, ask if a policy of onthemalefaculty,member.,or>.,The familiar paradigm .ot ThePSC's'Jetter'ofextension,
The tenured faculty met on discriminating against our_ownvvould the {actofth~ir liVing . regulators protecting the special dated July 16. -1975;, gave
Friday. January 21. to consider'graduatesshouldn'tat least be lived together remain a perman- :interests they should regula~e"" PEPCO until July"1977to '
,two candidates for tWo different onetob~ decided by the wholeentd)squalification?:SuQPose . bas ~rned up ~C~he D,C. Pubhc ;implement the new Crates; DC
'. positions who had been nomin- faculty. after an' inves.tigatiOJr they.carried,;..onopenly .and Servlcecomm,lsslon (P~C)-cthe: c.'PIRG and-: DC POWER filed
ated by the Faculty Appoint- and a' full debate.. . .. . notoriously but '.maintained _the': l()Cal;, agency' resp~nslble', for .. their complaint shortly after the
ments' Committee. However; as ,The other policy he discussed fiction of separate places of regulating the city's utilitiek40riginal Nove.mber 1976 dead-
soon as the meeting opened, one is" even· more curious; The' residence? Suppose' they had : ···.Accordingto a formal com~ line" passed'
i
The complaint"
.faculty member, charged that a George Washington University (see HIRING p.3) . plaint filed, with the PSC.by the asked thatthcdlIegal modifica- .
. ", D.C.- Publtc Interest Research .tion .of the order be' rescinded
Group (DCPIRG) and D.C,.and- that peak-load' rates be
POWER - two local consumer Jmmediate(y implell).ented~.
groups-' thePSChas. illegally In. their' response to the
eXtended the deadline. by whic~: complaint, the PSC refused to
the . Potomac Electric Power admit any wrongdoing, claiming
Company. (PEPCO) w~ssuP-"':'that. they, had not "eried as a .
posed:to Implem~nt m.aJorrate Qlatfer()()aw." FJowever; they
reforms.:, ,The. extensIOn was scheduled"a hearirig for January
_ granted m a prIvate letter from, 24 in ordet,to'hear testimony on
the PSC to PEPCO. DC P~RG a revised .timetabl~' forimple-
. and DC POWER, have obtamed mentation of the time-varied
! copies of this !etter. ' rates.'
The PSC fIrst orderedPEPCO .' . . ....,
to change its rates in a 'The.'hea~ingproduced still
'.November 1975 order: The order '·"more. surprIses from both the
gave the company a full year in .PSC and PEP~q .. · Midway
which to install meters ,and '~hrough the heanng,: the" Com-
design rates 'in .order to begin mission contradicted ~heii'\re-
charging their. ~~rgest customers cen.t ord~r. by . admittm~ t~at
.according to a time~varied or t~elrprlvate comm?D1Catlon
",peak-Ioad rateschedule.;These .....WIth PEPCO 'and .thelrconse-:
rates which would make electri-' . quent lack of· notIce to other
city ~ore expensive for custt?- parties was. wrong. PE~O I
,,;mers during peak-demand times clearly stole the ~pothght.
·.andthuspromote conservation. however, by announcmg that
have not been enthusiastically they would be prepared to
'; received " by PEPCO or most· (see PIRG p, 3)
Faculty .Meiibei:} Charges
" ,.' ',., . - .
'.. ' • .'. ..... • ""' ....•. " ", ". ::,::0.. <." ~;,Dlscrlmlna tlon'·,.,ln-'.~~rlng
2-The ADVOCATE
Beating The:_'Anonymo~s" Cfading>SysteJll
I ..~. ." /
".:'. "
. '." 's, .,. '. .' '. ." . . . ''-
By Prof. John Banzhaf comments they may have mad~J"ation because ()fa particularsex," have tha!they' may~etJ;te final, does the profe~sor recei~e
The anonymous gradingsys- in, class. Properly administeredvr'race, appearance,. or ,anyothel"c victimsofdJscriminatton lD--"the Grade Sheets which contain
tem.was formally established at 'it guarantees that the grade a vfactors. If students' of a particu- .grading, and any fears facul~ a list o~ the c!ass me.mbers by
the law, school several years ago student receives on a flnalexami tar . sex, racev-appearance;: etc .., members may have thattheywill '. name WIth their associated LD;
for the protection of both nation will be basedsolely upon happen to' 'receive lower-than- be unjustly accused of discrim- . numbers. Since fie has already
students and faculty. It is what appears in the student's . average grades, the professor is inating against some person or." sUbmitt~. his.exam grades t~
designed to protect students blue book. ,. not placed in the impossible" group. A good system should do the administration, the ~rofessor
from unfair discrimination in A good anonymous 'grading position of trying to provethat -this;'Cunfo~unately, our, does can at the most add a' small·
the grading of final examina- also works to protect the faculty. 'he- did . not discriminate.v not. . '.' amou~t for classroom peno.r-
tions; . a discrimination which It insures that a student will A good anonymous grading Several years ago a, group of:· mance, etc. to the-exam grade In
might otherwise, occur consious- have no possible basis for' system, then, should protect students filed a formal admini- determining his course grade.
ly orunconciouslyagainst them complaining 'that he or she. both I the students ..and . the . strative complaint against the Thus, so far, the student is
on the basis of inate characteris- . (hereinafter understood) receiv- faculty .• In addition, it should' law school,. charging that. they ,reasonably protected; unless the/
tics, or even based upon adverse. eda low grade on an examin- put to rest any fears students had been victims of-discrimina- professor .'can learn the I.D.
. , • •. I . tion. They showed that they had numbers of individual students,'- · d · received lower-than-average he cannot discriminate againstSBA:Electlonsan ·'Partles ','grades, and that they all possess- them in the markingof the final
ed a common identifying charac- examinations. .
teristic. The complaint is still The Weakness .
On February 17, elections will SBA office door <l01-A Bacon winning teamthen;'they were being investigated, in ('art, one But, now what '; happens?
.be . held 'for the' following·' Hall) .before 6:00, PM; on clearly the most colorful outfit of ."_ assumes, because it is so'difficult Every professor who taught ja
positions in the 'Student Bar FebroarylO.Anyone having any all, and must be considered as to prove that one didn't discrim- first-yearcourse now hasa list of
Association: President;·· Day questions should stop by the strong favorites to capture the . inate.>, ..' .... asubstantialportiC)nof the
Vice President; 'Night .Vice SBA Office, crown this' year, if in fact a The Present System, first-year class. (one-fourth or
President; 3 Second-year Day In keeping with a tiaditiontournament is' ever gotten To see how the system can be one-third ofthe day class, or the
Representatives-l Second-year started last year, the SBA will together.'c Co-comnlissioners beaten, let's first see how it entire night class) containing
night; 3 Third-year Day Repre- ·once ,again sponsor a cooed William KominersandSteven" worksin practice; The key to the both their names and' their J.D.
sentatives-l· TJtird-year night; Basketball Tournament at the Matz are working, on it at' this system is the Student Identifica- ,numbers.· If any student on that
I 1 Foitrth~year Night Representa- Smith Center.' Although a time. tion Number which is assigned list ever appears;in a later cl~s,'
tive. Those elected will offically specific date hasDl)t yet been LA W$CHOOL BEER BLAST· to students at about the. time the professor can simply turn to
assume office on February 23 aC set, this extravaganza will On Friday, February 25, from they enter law school. On all. his first-year grade' sheets to
8:00 PM. .' . probably take place in the early 9:30 pm until J:30'am, the examinations, ,students write determine the ~student's I.D;
In the past there has been part of March. Once everything' Student Bar ,AssOCiation will be ooly their I.D. numbet;s and not number. After that, the code is
some question as" to.· the u; planned, notices will be posted' sponsoring a';Law' School Beer: their names, and all papers are broken. With the LD. number
eligibility. requirements for ~ome throughout the Law School as to Blastin the first floor cafeteria graded,on that basis; As long as the professor'can.identifythe
of the aforementioned jobs. when rosters will be due, of the Marvin Center. There will 'the professor cannot leam the' student's· final exam and, if he
Basically, any full-time student ~tournament roles,'and of course,be a Live Band, large dance I.D:numbers of individual, wishes, grade it more severely (or
may ron for President or thedate.Prizes will be awarded floor, and plenty of free beer, students," the' . system should even less severely). Whether
Vice-President as long asr that to the whining team. : pretzels, potato chips, and soda. insure anonymous grading. professors actually do so or not
person wilt be in attendance at A cooed Softball Tournament The riameofthe group will be Professors receive three lists. is not the question. 'Once the
the National Law Center for is also in the planning stage. The listed on the advertisements for relating to the students iii their integrity" of the system. breaks
both semesters next year. The one held; two yearS ago was a 'the party that will soon be, Classes. The first; which they •down, the students have only the
'nomination process is quite· smashing success, and although . ' .... receive early in the term, is a integrity of the professor ("tiust
simple ... sign your name on the ~e"~hort Estops"were noUhe (see SBA p. 6) Class List. The class list me") to rely on. Once the .
- contains a list of the names of all student '.can show" .that the
b·'0"'" rb"r-I' Pr'ese'nt' S·· ·.,·.t··he ,the students In the class in professor could bavediscrim-"alphabetical order. It doeS"'not inated against him, and that he, contain any studentnumbers..-- 'received a . low grade, he can.
'. Secondly, when ,the professor place the professor in the
receives the final examination difficult position of trying to
papers to grade, he also receives prove· that pe did not discrim-
,a Computer Printout containing inate~ Between themselves, all of
, all;' the student numbers of the professors of' torts (or
!' persons in his, class. The sheet contracts, or criminal law, or
I 'contains ~nly''student numbers any other first-year course) have'
· and not ·.student, .names. The. a master chart of student names
. numbers are in' numerical and numbers. While one can
.. order. Thus there is no way that arguably control faculty access
"a professor could learn a to the list in the administration
,'student's I.D.number from this .\office by placing careful' restiic-
. "'computer'printoutdtself, or by . tio~s on the staff: members.
j comparing it with the class list. . entitled to use it,· can one r~aIly
· The only way the professor, prevent almost a t~ird of ~he
could .'beat the sytemat this ..faculty ,from comparmg grading
point'wouid betQgain acc'esstosheets? Of.course not, and
the master'list of student names therein lies the fatal flaw of the
.andLD: numbers maintained by····existing ."an0:Dymon~" gradi~g,
the administration., This is sup- system. .' ~.'
posed to be impoSsible. At the Naturally, the problem con-
, ".'very' least, it ,would require '.tirines. Any professor who teach-
· cooperation of at leastonees a large second-year course will
member of the office staff. also have, at the end of the
Although this 'provides one course, .a .grade .sheet with
,possible point of weakness in the something hke a hundred stu- .
system;it i~ far from the most dent names and corresponding . /
.serious. . .LD. numbers. If any of these
" .After the, professor. hllsmark~ appear in .alsub~e<!uent cl~~s, the
ed·his ..final exams, he enters the professor IS agalJ! m 9- pOSition to .'.
·'gradeS on' the. computerprlnt- discriminate for or against them.
out; each grade ,opposite the Proposals For Change
appropriate~tudentnumber... Fortunately, the existing prac-
This computer printout is then tice can be easily corrected to
,submitted to the administration provide a system which is'
; where a xerox copy is made and '.. foolproof, or leastas foolproof as
'retained. Then and only then, " " .
•after the examinatio~ marks .are (see GRADES p. 5)
,'; 'J' b<;0,;
or Only The 'Best?
. . . .
from HIRING p. 1
submitted to Cupid's temptation
only once, or only once upon a
time? The problems of attempt-
ing to apply such a criterion
, fairly are immense. In any case,
one wonders, -shouldn't such a,
policy be determined only by the
whole faculty, and not on an ad
hoc ' basis by only a small
committee? Then, shouldn't the
'students be given fair warning
that sleeping with a member of
the faculty might be harmful to'
their chances of succeeding in
academia? '
One would think that with all
of these issues before it, the
meeting would have consumed a'
. considerable amount of 'time'
and effort. Indeed it did. But
two hours later, when the smoke
-,had cleared, the faculty had not
determined. whether the appli-
cant had been denied consider-
ation, upon either or both of
these two policies. Indeed, one
never learned whether such
policies were actually in effect or
not, and whether they might or
might not be applied in the'
future. Furthermore, during the
brief ten-minutes-or-so period
that the qualifications of the
applicant who had not been
considered were . never even'
weighed against those of the
committee's candidate to see
which of the two might be the
more qualified and abetter
addition to the law school
faculty.
One 'thing did, however,
emerge clearly from the meeting.
Even in recommending a 'candi-
date to the faculty for its final
approval, the committee has not
bothered to, obtain for its~own
use, or for consideration by any
other members of the faculty,
any student recommendations
the candidate may have received "
in teaching at other law schools.
Although many attendees of the
,DIscr imina t'iorr
.,
The ADVOCATE-3
./
meeting stressed that the first ings. occurredjvcharges of sex
and most important criterion iii bias were met' with .counter-
hiring is to be teaching ability, charges of defamation; members
.no effort apparently was made to' ofthe committee threatened that
get the one most direct indica- : they would quit if this or that
tion of that type of ability. Asked were. done; and, although the
then. how we could, be satisfied votes on the candidates them-
that the candidate was a good selves were taken by a show of
teacher,we were told: "I talked hands, the motiontoreturn the
to a friend of mine on' the matter to the committee was
campus and he' said 'X' was .a. deemed so controversial that it
very good teacher." had to be done by secret ballot.
It is somewhat difficult to see What has the faculty aceom-
how this kind of judgment could plished? Have we actually select-
be made. Since professors never ed the best possible candidates
sit in on one another's classes, tobecome faculty members, of
the most they can say from the law school? Who·knows,
first-hand experience i~ that 'X' perhaps we did.' However, by
is witty at faculty luncheons, or refusing.todirectlyaddress any
writes good law review articles, of the issues which were raised,
or has a sparkling personality., and by refusing to consider any
Naturally, as Ii number ..of,applicantsother. than those,
members of the faculty pointed selected by the committee; very
out, ..student opinion surveys can ' serious doubts as to' the effec-
be inaccurate and perhaps mis- tiveness of the selection process
understood. However, one might '.were left in the mind of at .least
ask whetherthat should pre- one student trepresentative was
c1ude them from ever being . faculty member. ' Since he: at-
considered by .the faculty in least, was present to hear the.
evaluating future' law SChool discussion (the student represen-
teachers: . tative was denied this privilege),
It is ordinarily inappropriate -.one can only .wonder as to the
to discuss deliberations in which . confidence students can and
.members of the faculty carefully should havein, the ability of their
debate the individual merits-and faculty to select, as their teach-
weaknesses of particular candi- ers, the very best.
dates so that none but the best . --,-----,--"'-- _
will be chosen. However, nothing COMING SOON!!
of the kind occurred here. The . WPFW-FM' 89.3
d~~~w~'ashw~~m~~ ,~~~~~~I~O~P~A~C~I~F~OC~A~';-~.~~~~;;~~~~~~~~~~~,;,;~~~~~~~~~,focus more, on whether the .
faculty would, .undermine",:,'its. :-
committee system by discussing
. their criteria for selection and be
comparing the committee's
,nominations with other appli-
cants whose qualifications may
.appear superior. The reason the
meeting' is not further described
is that it was almost indescrib-
'able: Motions -and statements
made by, persons trained in
precise thinking and careful
formulation. had to .be .restated
and 'restated as misunderstand-
PIRG .ChargesPSC .:,
\ .. . - '~
wit,li ,'Prot~ctingPEPCO,,)
from PIRG p.I
implement the rates on an
experimental basis for one year
beginning in July. This experi-
mental basis would mean that
customers would be billed under
the present rates while they
- would also receive a dummy bill
based on the new rates. The
purpose of the experiment,
according to PEPCO, is to
provide the company with data
on the responses of customers to
the new, but not effective rates.
DC PIRG and. DC POWER
are continuing to -push for the
earliest possible implementation
of the new rates. The Commis-
sion decision' on the 'revised
timetable is expected within the
. next 4-6 weeks. And, if' the
Commission goes along. with
PEPCO's plan it will be another
18 months or 20 months since
the original deadline, before
peak-load pricing becomes a
reality in D.C.
Become Q
Big Brother
- -- ..-.~- _ ...,.. "" '~' ..' .--,~.: ..~ .. . , , .-'. .... '~ -". .. . .
i .
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Strikes Again
../
. By Ron Ostroff ~
1 was shopping in the Water·
. gate Safeway last month . Not
because of the status of being
able to tell -unknowing out of
towners "lshop at Watergate,",
but because it's convenient. It's
closeand has the same expensive
prices as any other food store in
town.
/" I try to be systematic about
the task. I always make a neatly
. ordered .shopping list. But I
never stick-to it. I use the whole
store method, which' is exactly
what itsounqs like-I go
through the store aisle by aisle
and let my eyes wander until
they stop on something I want or
need, and if I can afford it, I
pick it up.
Sometimes I get carried. away
the back rooms of general stores. things, 'as they practically exist, and examine almost every dif-
Many were in fact classically Justice is a chaotic. mass of ferent product in an aisle. Then
educated. . principles. Law is the same mass I ask myself, how much less is
A journey through the old 'of principles, classified, reduced this selling for in NewJersey? Do
"Texas Reports" one rainy San to order, and put in the shape of I really need it? Are those
Antonio afternoon led me,to. the rules, ·agreed upon by this miraculous chemical additives
1860 Texas Supreme Court. ascertained common consent. going to eat away my digestive
opinion in Duncan v. Mag-ette.]ustice is the virgin gold of the tract?
With a pen bordering on judicial mines, that passes for its' Last week I was examining
poetry, just months before the (seeTEXAS p. 7) most ofthe articles in an aisle of
election of Lincoln and South
.Carolina's secession from the
Union, theCourt addressed the
age-old distinction between Law .
and Justice. I submit these few
paragraphs of judicial tapestry
as proof, if need there be, that
Texas does indeed have a rich
judicial heritage. The trick is to.
seperate myth from fact.
~.Although the counsel on
both sides rely upon the rules of
law as respectively presented by .
them, it is obvious that the great
argument, whether expressly
developedor not, by which those
rules are sought to.be discovered
interpreted and enforced, con-
sists in an appeal to the sense of
justice in the court. The opinion
of the court in this case does not
yield to the force of that appeal.
Having written it, I avail myself
of the opportunity afforded by
this application, to present my
own viewsupon the foundation
and force of this appeal to the
sense of justice of the court,
whether used as. influencing
consideration; in interpreting
and enforcing the rules oflaw, or
directly urged as the basis of
judicial action, A frequent rec-
urrence to first principles is
absolutely.necessary in order to
keep .precedents within . the
reason of the law. .
justice is the dictate' of right,
according to the common con-
sentof mankind generally, or of
that portion of mankind who
may be associated in one
government, or who may be
governed by the same principles
and morals.
"Law is a system of rules,
conformable, as must be sup-
posed, to this standard, and
devisedupon an enlarged viewof
the relations of persons and
A Taste'- of~,Legal Texas:'
Where Robber Meets
I'll never forget my first oral
argument over at the Supreme
Court. Itwas just ayear ago this
month. My client, the appellant,
claimed that the century-old
Texas venue statute (with its
general rule and thirty plus
exceptions) could not Constitu-
tionally treat foreign corpora-
tions having a Texas Certificate
of .Authority and a Texas
business headquarters different·
ly from domestic corporations.
Even before weIeft the Court's
chambers I had' a gut feeling
that weweregoing to be poured
out. It wasn't that our case
lacked merit, nor good lawyer-
ing. Itwasjust that-sensing the
Justices' reactions to myoppon-
ent's "Don't pay no attention to
the statute, Judge, here's how it
really works" argument-an
unwritten rule of law crystallized
before me. Strangely reminis-
cent of-the familiar "Don't take
your guns to town" admonition;
the newrule said: "Ifthe Texans
can understand it, and no one
else' does it, judgment for
Appellee, next case."
All 'of which reminded me of
Professor Mallison's Judge Roy
Bean "Judgment for Plaintiff'
story. And none of which has a
great deal to do with this article.
Texas law really-isn't as primi-
tive as outsiders claim. Gone are
the infamous paramour law
(justifiable homicide for hus-
band to kill paramour, but not
for wife to kill mistress) and the
discriminatory adultery grounds
for. divorce (wife had to show
husband was "living in adult-
ery" but husband had only to
show one slip by wife). And
despite local legends, Texas
lawyers can be friendly. My
opposing counsel at the Su-
preme Court was really quite
civil, registering very little ob-
jection when askedto check his
sidearms at the Marshal's office.
In fact I think be felt at home
just seeing the Marshal's office.
Seriously,I'm here once and for
all to dispel the myth that all
Texas frontier judges were Judge
Roy Beans convening courts in
Rogue
exotic foods. You know the type.
they are either so unusual, few
would have the guts to try them,
, or .they are imported and so
expensive almost no one could
afford them.
All of' a sudden my eyes
focused on a can; I picked it up
and read the label-Bon Vivant
Jellied Consomme Tomato. Bon
Vivant? The name sounded
familiar:
As I thought, words expressed
in large colored neon signs
seemed to light up in my
mind...Bon Vivant vichyssoise
... botulism ... death bankruptcy,
I looked ,at the can again. On
'the side of the label it said "Try
our Vichyssoise..." I remember-
ed more.
A toxin, botulin had been
found in several cans of Bon
Vivant's Vichyssoise. A New
York banker died after consum-
ing it. This created a small
-panlc.. Warnings went out.
Government inspectors order
the seizure and destruction of all
Bon Vivant cans in circulation.
Then the company went bank-
-(see BON VWANT p. 6)
Watching The Inaugural
The most remarkable aspect sional trekkie was wearning a
of the inaugural was the people Sherlock- Holmes .hat and a
who cameto see it. Washington parka covered with Carter but-
always has its tourists, but only tons, and he carried a Carter
·rarely do they come together by pennant. ~
the thousands to simultaneously He got food by going to the
gape at their capital city. different state receptions lind
The inaugural watchers were claiming he was from someplace
Iihappier crowd than in the last, in the state. He managed to get
inaugurals. The people watching an enthusiastic reception. this
Nixon's speech four years ago way everywhere except New
.were so subdued in comparison Hampshire, which kicked him
that one person I know felt at out for saying he was from a
the time thathalf the people in town that didn't exist.
the audience were secret service Thebest reception he sawwas
agents waiting to jump on Montana's. Jimmy Carter was
anyone making sudden moves. there, not the president, but an
Moreover,Nixon seemed to be eighty-year old Jimmy Carter
almost an 'anti-populist presi- from Plains, Montana. When
dent, with an imperial sensibility this Mr. Carter saw the trekkie's
that would have been comfor- Carter pennant he got so excited
table with the coronation scene and happy that he grabbed it
from Boris Gudonov than, a and ran waving it around the
"y'all come" bash of peanuts room. ..
and beer.' The trekkie said the best thing
The inaugural committee, that happened to him that day
and the politicians did what they was getting Huey Long's auto-
could to entertain the inaugural graph. When I told him Huey
watchers, .but much of the Long was dead, he just said, "I
entertainment came from out of know that,"
town. The center of this was the . The people' watching the
parade. This included the only inaugural may have been more
pun float I've ever seen, a float intei ti h -
from Georgia that looked like n eres 109 t ~n the inaugural,
~ndwere certainly more interest.
·the last green in a miniature golf' 109 than the material in the
· course, but which turned out to Inaugural Committee Pres, Kit.
be a giant carpenter's plane _ ~mon~ the more interesting
(Plains). . Items 10 the kit were:
The most enthusiastic inaug- •• The Inaugural Festivities:
ural watcher. I met was a Th
nineteen year old from Oakland '. ~r~ (were) more toilet
California who had earned hi~ faClt1t1es available along the
plane fare by -working in a parade route than there ever
Berkeley store that sold Star have been at previous inaug-
Trek paraphanalia. This profes- urals, inclUding22 special units
for handicapped people.... Elev-
en portable chemical toilets
which can accomodate 110
people at a time [were) provided
by the District of Columbia from
6th St. and Pennsylvania Ave.to
20th and C Sts. -,
The Presidential Reviewing
"Stand had: "an American flag
flying 'from 45' flag poles on
either side. There (was) a bed of
yellow chrysanthemums and
1357 6" high blue Pacific
junipers." ...
Says' architect Paul Muldaw-
er: "Humility, closeness to the
people, concern for the ecology.
concern for our resources, his-
toric preservation, economy and
even [Carter's] policy on energy
will be expressed by the design
of-this stand."
The last quote is a reminder
that Carter's rhetoric is still, at
times, disturbingly meaningless,
with its exhortations for the
American people to solve all
their problems by coming to-
gether with love in their hearts
like they did in World War II.
But the inaugural had many
elements of promise, indications
of sincerity in Carter's populism.
I found it especially heartening
to see Martin Luther King Sr.
calling on the country's "shep-
hards" to start caring for, and
stop fleecing, the nations sheep,
this country's poor.
So there is still a good chance
that Carter can do what he
promises to do and make the
government of the United States
at least as good as the former
government of Georgia.
from GRADES p. 2 grades for each paper have been
man can reasonably make it. recorded next.to the appropriate
examination number, the finalUnder the proposed system it
would be virtually impossible for examination grades should be
f (1" recorded and then either posted
the pro essor to;' iscrimlnate in' or otherwise made available for'
grading, final examinations. It student inspection. At this point
would also be reasonable simple each student, will' be .able to
to operate. Although the fulf" determine the-.-gradehereceived
details refinements are beyond on the final exambj noting the
the scope of this article,' the final exam grade next to' his
basics can easily 'be undestood, examination.number: a number
The two underpinnings of the which only he knows, since the
system are random assignments envelope with' the index' of
of Exam numbers for" each student names and 'exam num-
examination, and joint student- bers is still sealed. ' '
adminstration oversight of the Only at this point-after the
operation, final examination grades have
The proposed system, would
work something like this. Stu-
dents entering the room to take
an examination in torts, for
example, would select.at random
a card containing a torts exam-
ination number. Actually" the
card would be in. two identical
parts, each half containing the
same printed examination num-
ber. The blue books, thestudent
would drop one-half of the card
into a large envelope; the other
'half of the card. would be
retained by the student.
At the end of the examination,
the proctor would be required to
.seal shut the large envelope
containing the names and exam
numbers of all of one or more
Student Observers, perhaps 'to
be assigned by the Student Bar
Association. After the envelope
is sealed, the student monitors
would be' asked to sign their
names across the flap of the
envelope, thus making it virtual-
ly impossible for any person to
- open the envelope without.sub-
sequent detection.
At this point, each, student
who took the examination knows
only his own examination num-
ber. Neither the proctor or the
student observers have actually ,
seen the cards with students
names and numbers in the large
envelope; they have simply
witnessed the fact that' it was
sealed and added their signa-
tures to insure that it would not
be opened: Once the envelope is
sealed, it would be taken by the
proctor to the adminstrative
office, where it would be held fOr
safe-keeping,- preferably in a
locked drawer. "
At this point the professor,
faced with the' blue books, has
no possible way of learning
which student submitted which
book. The oniy record of the
student names and examination
numbers is under lock and key
in the administrative office.
Moreover, these records are in
carefully sealed envelopes, and,
even with the cooperation of the
administrative office, any at-
tempt to open it"'Wo~ldsurely be,
detected later. Thus the profes-
sor has no choice but to mark
the examinations on a' ,truly
anonymous basis, and to sub~it
his grades in the form of a grade
next to each of the examination
number.
After the final. examination's
have been marked on a truly,
anonymous basis, and the
tacitly recognized that the grad- basis in fact. There is a tured and limited, to achieve
,ing, system is not truly anony- widespread feeling thatdiscrim- both the appearence and the
lt is my considered judgement " mous. How else can you explain .. ination does exist at the National, reality of fairness. - ,'~
that, illegal racial and ethnic that first year minority students> Law Center. This being the case, ,There are simple .ways that
discrimination exists at the are permitted, almost as a it is very significant that the this can be done. Professor
National Law Center. I base this .matter of course, to transfer out minority population feels itself Park.. among others, prepares
judgement on a strict, impersons: ora certain professor's courses? restrained from articulating sample answers to his examina- ' ,
al application of, the, legai Finally thevyear" after the their concerns.' tion, With these sample answers,
standards set forth by Mcfron- complaint was filed, the number Under the standards of a student can have an objective
nel Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411:· of minority students was drastic- McDonnel supra, the burden 'way to determine his .shorteom-
U.S. 792, at 802(1973, unani- ally reduced; Thus,' there is a shifts to the Faculty of the ings, Professors Pock and Brown
mous).· pervasive 'fear on the part of National Law Center "'to give ',use multiple-choice, examina-
Until 1954, the National Law minority students that those who some legitimate reason for the tions which can be 'objectively-
Center had 'an avowed policy of speak up about racial discrimi-" disparity in grades. This the .verified.T cite these examples to
not admitting blacks. Today, nation at .the National 'Law faculty has not, done. It seeks to show t.hat theredo exist methods.
while at' least' 15% of the Center will face retaliatory ac- preserve the traditional power of to rationally remove the appear-
Nationai population is black or tion, , , " the classroom professor to grade enceand the opportunity "for
hispanic-and this percentage is While J do' not presume to be, as he pleases. With Kenneth arbitrary' grading, -without 'in-
, higher in the Mid-western, and a spokesman, for black and' Culp "Davis,' andrthe D.C. fringing upon traditional profes-.'
Middle Atlantic States from ~ hispanic students at the Law Human Rights Law; 1say that sorial Hbe~ies. Why does,the
where the student population is Center, their belief has some this ,discretion must be struc- Faculty,resist such moves?
largely drawn-less than 100/0 of .
the students at the National Law
Center are black or hispanlc..:
Why? _ ,
Since the admissions stan-
dards for minorities' are funct-
ionally equivalent to those for
whites, and a disproportionate
part of the minorities come from
what are generally considered to
be first tate undergraduate /
universities, one, would expect
, minority grades' to fall, over' a
range, that was at "least as
extensive as the student body as ,
a whole. Yet, the vast majority of
grades for blacks and-hispanics
cluster together in the same
lower-middle "c" range. Look-
ing at the school as a whole; one
sees that the grades fall > over a
10-15 point range. For minori-
ties, this range is 5-8 points. Not
only do are minority grades
bunched together, they tend to
be in the lower half of the class.
Why? ,
, A few years ago, some black
and hispanic students. filed
'complaints of racial discrimi-
nation against the' school. They'
explictly complained about, the
grading policies. In response
to this complaint, the school
adopted the anonymous grading
system. I infer that the school
felt its grading policies to be
indefensible. Apparently," the
anonymous grading system has
- contributed to a several point
rise in the average G.P.A. for
minorities.
Moreover'" the school has
Racial
by 'Melvin A. ManbaII
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the' 'Anonymous'
" ,
Gr'ades
been permanently recorded-
will the' sealed envelope" be
opened.Before it is, one or more
, student observers, perhaps ap-
pointed by the Student Bar
Association, would examine it
and certify that it has not been
opened or otherwise tampered
with. It should be noted that it is
not necessary for the same
"stUdents to be present at the
" sealingand at the opening of the
envelope; ifthe seating was done,
properly, even a casual exam ina-
\ tion by a disinterested person
would be enough tOIdetermine
that the envelope has not been
opened. Once the envelope is
-1
exam grades, no single person
would know which exam num-
bers correspond to which stu-
dent. Indeed, to beat the system,
a professor would either have to
learn magicians' tricks for read-
ing materials in sealed, en-
velopes, or obtain the coopera-
tion not only of the administra-'
tive officestaff butalso of two or
more student observers. AI·
though it may be overkill to
. suggest it, even these problems
could be beaten by using sealed
envelopesvwithin other sealed'
envelopes, and by using addi-
(see GRADES, p, 6)
opened. the' Piofessorwill be
able to match exam numbers
with individual student names
andstudent identification num-
bers;' arid' final grades' would be
, posted ' as ,they now are by
student identification numbers.
Under this proposal it would
make no differencethatprofes-
sors eventually learn the student
identification numbers of indi-
vidual students, because each
exam would be graded, on the
basis of newly assigned exam
numbers. There would be no
single point of weakness in the
system since prior to the publi-
cation and recording of final
Discrimination" at"Law School
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Bitnzhaf Breaks>The, Grading Code
from GRADES p. 5
tional student observers repre-
senting different constituencies.
Why not adopt such a system?
Two arguements against it come
to mind.' First. suppose some-
thing went wrong. Suppose the
FOR THE 1977
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envelope got lost, or the profes-
sor misplaced one or..more cards
from the envelope containing the ,
student's name and correspond-
ing exam number; Would a new
exam have to be rescheduled, or
handwriting experts called, in?
The answer, of, course, is,
obviously not. It was to guard
against exactly such a problem
that each student received and
retained an additional card
showing his assigned examina-
tion number. In the event of any
loss or mix-up, students could be
asked to bring in -their cards to
establish which exam numbers
correspond to which students.
The other problem would, be
any added expense or added
work the new system might
cause. Both, however, appear to
be minimal. The cost of printing
the cards would not appear to be
excessive. After all, .the law
school already prints up the
examinations .. There would ap-
pear to be little additional work
for the individual professor; it
would simply be a' question of
grading the exams on the basis
of one identifying number rather .
than -anotherv For the admin-
istration, the major, problem
would appear to be one of
providing storage space for the
sealed envelopes while the final
exams are being marked, and of
providing someone to oversee
the process.
It seems clear tha the advan-
tages of a truly anonymous
grading system far outweigh the
slightly increased costs. Indeed,
,if the law school didn't feel that
an anonymous grading system
had real value, we might as well
go back to the "good old days"
where students put their names
on their blue books and took
their chances. A semi-anony--
mous grading system based on
the ideas set down.in this article.
Its fate will depend in.large part
on the interest which students,
and their organizations show. If
there is little student interest,
the faculty may well decide that
mous ("more anonymous than
not," "more-or-less anony-
mous?") system is', worse than
useless. It doesn't put to rest
legitimate and often very serious
student .concerns.. that the grade
received may depend upon who
you are as well as what you
wrote. It doesn't provide real
protection for faculty members
who may find themselves charg-
ed or suspected of discrimina-
tory grading, and faced with the
near impossibility of proving a from SBA p. 2 .
lack of discrimination. Indeed, posted throughout the' Law
to hold the present system out !is School.
a truly" anonymous grading The party is free,and open to
system might even bean unfair all law students, faculty, and
and deceptive trade practice. friends of the law students and
The present system has at faculty. The first floor cafeteria
least two major flaws. First, is large enough' for several
students have, only the word of hundred people to' dance and
the administration that the socialize, and the SBA hopes
individual, professors cannot everyone will attend and bring
learn the student identification . their friends. The music will play
numbers of individual students. all night and THE BEER WILL
Even assuming the very best of NOT RUN OUT.
faith, and absolutely incorrupt- - The SBA Social Committee
ible staff members, can anyone has other tentative plans for this
person really swear that the semester and needs students to
system has never been breach- "work 011 these projects. In the
ed? Secondly, and evert more 'future, the' Social Committee
serious. any professor teaching a will be showing the Mel Brooks'
large class (particularly during'~inovie, The Producers, to raise
the first' year) automatically money; and later in the spring .
obtains a student, name and will sponsor a semi-formal
identification, number list for it dinner dance. If you would like
substantial portion of any given to work on the Social Commit-
class. In 'such a situation a given tee, please sign up on the list
professor could. if he wished, posted on the SBA door, or
discriminate in grading _with contact the social chairman,
regardto substantial portions of Sam Malizia, at 820-6959.
subsequent classes; something As in the past, the Law
which could be done in the total Alumni Office.vdirected by Col.
secrecy of his own office and Clifford 'Dougherty, is spon-
beyond the ability of any person soring a late afternoon soiree
to prove. " (which is tentatively set for
" I will shortly submit to the March 19, from 4:00 - 6:30 PM
scholarship committee a recom- . at the National Lawyers' CI~b)
mendation that the faculty for all graduating students.
adopt a new and truly anony- There will be an open bar (with
free booze) as well as a buffet of
cold cuts, meats. Final details
will be upcoming.·...and,Again
from BONVIVANT p. 4
rupt. But this was in the summer
of 1971. '
T!te can top was dust~. I could
MMBB
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.
$.75 admission but bring
your checkbook I!I ,~
also see little spots of rust. And
the label was' -just 'as I had
remembered it.If this soup was
made by the same company, why
was it still on the shelves? Was it
possibly ...dangerous?
Early the next day I called the
, D.C. Department of Environ-
,mental' Health.' I spoke to
Robertiieck, Chief of the Office
of Environmental Health Educa-
tion and told him what I had
seen. He seemed interested and
said he would get back to me.
Then I telephoned my friend
Marty. I woke him up because I
needed a favor. I was going to
purchase a can' of-suspect soup
and I needed a witness. Since, I
wanted my witness to ~gn a
document as proof of his
observations, I thought it best to
bring my own. _. .
I made the purchase with a
witness because if there was
something wrong With (he soup,
and Safeway found out before'
the city health department got
there, the soup might have
disappeared. In fact, according
(see BONVIVANT p, 7)
there is little need for a change-
and simply continue the present
system. Any interested me?,b~r
of the law school community IS
urged to communicate his views
to me, the S'.B.A., and the
scholarship committee.
Notes from SBA
Many people' have beeh
making inquiries with regard to
the identity of the Commence-
ment Speaker. As of February 3,
no speaker has made a
commitment. Cal Steinmetz,
who is in charge of' the
Commencement Committee, has
sent out many letters, but to no
avail. Among, those invited are
President Carter, Patricia Har-
ris, Chief Justice Burger, and
Benjamin Hooks, the newly
selected Chairman of the
NAACP.
The most favorable feedback
has come from Mr. Hooks, who
unfortunately, is already tied to.
a prior 'commitment in Detroit
on that same date. If any student
has any leads, or knows someone
who knows someone, please get
in touch with Cal.
David Lee, ~
Says Goodbye
Letter to the Editor
February 23 marks the formal
end 'of my tenure as President of
the Student Bar Association,
and such being the case, this is
my final opportunity to com-
ment on the State of the Law
School.
I have no comment.
DavidA. Lee
President,
Student Bar Association
Professor John Banzhaf
Efficienc! Report
Rates' PEPCO, Last
The Potomac Electric' Power
Company (PEPCO) is with-
holding a recent efficiency re-
port that rates the' company last
in comparison with 23 other
electric utilities. In a letter· to
the D.C. Public Service Commis-
sion, ,DC PIRG and DC
POWER (two local consumer
groups) have also charged that
the report is being kept secret
because the information "is
extremely embarrassing to the
company."
According to a report in
Electrical Week, the 23 member
organization that prepared the
efficiency study • The Inter-
company Performance Compar-
ison Group - instructed PEpCO
and the other utilities to deliver
copies of the report to their state
utility commissions. Yet PEPCO.,:
4 months, after release of the
report (report was released Oct.
7, 1976)has still not given a copy
of the report to the PSC,
according to top officials there.
In addition, repeated calls by the
consumer groups to obtain a
copy of the report from PEPCO
have not been returned.
- Bob Cholpak, spokesperson
for the two groups said that "the
report in invaluable since it
pinpoints - areas of waste and
inefficiency that could amount
to millions of dollars in
ratepayers 'money." 'Chlopak
also noted that the study will be
important to the management
audit of PEPCO _ recently or-
dered by the PSc.
The groups are asking the
Public Service Commission to
force' PEPCO to make copies of
the report public. The groups
said they. wiU consider going. to
court, .if necessary, in order to-
get copies of the study. .,
- Some of the findings reported
in the summary of the study
include (all ranking based on 23
utilities for 1975): " .
Customer Accounts Expense:
PEPCO ranked 22nd in their
costs for customer accounting
and collection activities. They
spent'",$24;76 per 'customer'
, compared .to,~top-ranked Wis·
consin Public' Service. which
,,spent only $8.88 p~r customer.
Net Administrative and Gen-
eral Expense: PEPCO ranked
last in this. category spending
S44.88/customer compared ','to
top-ranked ,New York State
, Electric and Gas which spent
$17.20/customer.
Net Operation and Mainte-,
nance Expense: PEPCO ranked
last spending $193.42/customer
compared i?top-ranked New
York State Electric, and Gas'
which spent $10336/customet.
Materials and Supplies Inven-
tory: PEPCO ranked last in this
category having the largest
inventory as a percentage of
gross electric property' and
plant.PEP<;Oaveraged $1.~3
per dollar' 'of gross electric,
property and plant compared to
. the leader Public Service Electric
and Gas which averaged $.38.
Notes And Upcoming Events
The Black American Law
School Association, in conjunc-
tion with the programming
board is sponsoring a "Spring
Cabaret" to be held in the
Rathskellar on March 5, 1977
from 8 p.m. until 1:30 a.m, An
invitation is cordially extended
to the entire Law School
Community.
The following persons were
elected to be the new officers of
BALSA: ,
James E. Small, Chairperson;
Melvin A. Marshall, Vice Chair-
person; Carolyn J. Perry, Secre-
tary; Beverly Burke, Treas~rer;
Lynn Holloway, Par1imenta~lan.
,
A panel of local attorneys will
discuss the topic: "How to set up
your own law practice", ,on
Tuesday, March I, from 4~5:SO
in Stockton Room 30. Wine and
cheese will be served afterwards
in the Bacon Lounge.
The event is co-sponsored by
, the community Legal Clinic, the
Law Placement Office, and -the
S.B.A. Professor EricSirulnik
will moderate, and there will be
, an introduction by Dean Potts.
The law students division of
the American Bar Association is
seeking .more law <student
members.' Brochures are avail-,
able near the mailboxes across
from the S.B.A. office (Bacon,
101-A). For more information
call Marvin at 659-3834.-
The ADVOCATE-7
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Moulding Justice
->, ,~exan'Style
-:
from TEXAS p, 4
intrinsic worth in every case, but
is subject to a varying value,
according -to the scales through
which it passes. Law is the coin
..from the mint, with its value
ascertained and' fixed, with the
stamp 'of government upon it
which, insures and denotes its
current value.
"The act 'of moulding justice
into' a system -of rules detracts
from its capacity of abstract
adaptation in each particular
case; and the rules of law, when
applied to each case, are most
usually but an approximation to
justice. Still, mankind have
generally thought it better to
have their rights determined by
such a system of rules, or set of
men, whose duty it may have,
been to adjudge them.
"Whoever undertakes to de-
termine a case solely by his' own
notions of its abstract justice,
breaks down' the barriers by
which rules of justice are erected
into' a - system, and thereby
annihilates law.
"A sense of justice, however,
\
must and should have an
- important influence upon every
well organized mind in the
adjudication of causes. Its prop-
er province is to superinduce an'
anxious desire to search out and
apply, .in their true spirit, the
appropriate rules of law: ~t
cannot be lost sight of. In this, It
is like the polar star that guides
the voyager, although it may not
stand over the port of desti-
nation.
"To follow 'the dictates of
justice, when' in harmony with
the law, must be a pleasure; but
to followthe rules ofJaw, in their
true spirit, to whatever, c<!n"
Sequences they may lead, is a
duty. This applies as, well to
rules establishing remedies, as to
those establishing rights. These
views will, of course, be under-
stood as relating to my own
convictions of duty, and as being
the basis of my own judicial
action." .
" ,* The author is a decadent
member of the bar -of the State
of Texas (i.e., he has been there
ten years). ._
Tragedy .Bared' in
."Friendly Fire"
.. ". '..... ': .. ,. ..-1~.
C.D.B. Bryan's' Friendly-Fire '
is the .powerful story of the
Mullen's -search through Army
and government lies and
bureaucracy for the cause of
Michael's death. It is the
story of the radicalization of
a family in the "silent ma- .
jority." It is the metamorpho-
sis from flag-waving, unquest-
ioning true believer, to anti-war
radical, -citing government lies
and being' investigated by the
Federal Bureau ofInvestigation.
Friendly Fire is the tale of the
Mullens shock of recognition
that most of the "facts" they had
believed about the Vietnam war
were lies or half-truths created
to pacify the American public,
When the Mullens finally did
find out that Michael had been
killed by American artillery fire,
they refused to believe. They
were sure the cause of death was
,something even worse. Their
(see FRIENDLY FIRE p.8)
Phi Delta -Phi.. - a legal
fraternity, has recently become
reactivated and seeks .new By Ron Ostroff
members. For more information Friendly Fire--a work of
contact Pat Gauvey at 683-2455, fi' b D C D B Bnon iction y .... ryan,
or Paul Newman at 527-5685. 380 pages, G.P.Putnams Sons,
. - U.· $10.95.The George Washington m-.
versity Theatre will, present
William Shakespeare's Richard
II on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday, February 17-26 in the
Dorothy Betts Marvin. Theatre,
21st and H Streets, NW. Curtain
time is 8:00 P.M.l'ickets are
$4.00 for general admission,
$2.00 for students. Call 676-6178
for reservations. •
I '" .' _. .
... ' .' .. ,.Again
added the name of the check out
clerk and Marty signed his.
name, address, phone numbe~
and the date. . ..
Back in my apartment, I was
'on the phone with Mr. Beck.
"Nothing yet," he said. But
added that he had asked
Safeway to remove the cans from
their shelves and had made an
. inquiry to the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA). He'
would eall me back when he got
some answers.
. While going about my busi-
ness during the day; I dreamed
of what might happen if the
company's products had been
banned. At least a great "invest-
igative" Watergate (well, it is the
Watergate Safeway) column.
and maybe even something I
could call into a daily paper.
My dreams of a grea~ discov-
ery were crushed wheri Beck
called me back. As it turned out,
ldid have my facts right, .but
after an- the destruction and
bankruptcy, Bon Vivant went
, back in business.
According to the code embos.
sed on the can top, the soup had
been manufactured in February
1973. The FDA ...Beck told me,
said the 'soup had been "a safe
product" at the' time it was
made .
Safeway put the three cans
back on the shelves. I put mine
on top of my kitchen cabinet as a
sort of trophy for a story that
never broke. It may be safe, but
the thought of four year old soup
still does not entice me.-
Peg and Gene Mullen of La
porte City, Iowa were members
of the "silent Majority" in good
standing. American Presidents
said that the Vietnam. war was a
moral/war, a fight to save
Vietnam from Communism and
give it democracy. The Mullens
believed.
Uncle Sam said "war is good
business, invest your son," And
their oldest son Michael was
drafted and sent to Veitnanf in
September 1969 without a com-
plaint. , '. .
In February 1970,Sgt.
Michael Mullen was killed by
"friendly fire" in the jungles of
South Vietnam. The Army said
he was killed by' South Viet-
namese forces. He wa,sn't.
Conference To' Be Held '..Book Bares-Suffering
·'OnWomen in ..the ···Law.. ',' from Viet. ~am Loss
; .from FRIENDL)(FIRE p. 7 hearing "how I wrote it stories,"
The 99 topics rangedfrom the California judge who refused. to" , '. .. " f they want to read what the
informational-women and ere- try women charged with prosti- passion to find the cause 0 author actually wrote.
dit, welfare advocacy,' politics, tution unless the 'men who death had consumed them.. Aside from that very minor
prisons; juveniles, elderly-to the purchased their services would They, like Michael, bad become flaw, Friendly Fire is good
strategic-trial methods, feminist also be charged.iY: .' "ca~~lti~ °1~a~. .' b k ' journalism-the interviews; re-
theory, the ERA,constitutional Beyond the new knowledger , nen ~ tre IS a moving 00 suIts ,of the Interviews" and
law trends, lesbian law, alterna- , from the' workshops, and the' that you will probab!y find hard thorough research are all there.
tive law practice. . ,. ' immense creativity and personal to put down. It will. pro.~ably But. the most amazing is the
Betweenworkshops,the con-- courage of the participants (both~~e Y0ytu~.ngryt es~eC1al~~~f~U change of the Mullens chron-
ference offered the drama of a female and male), perhaps the' a
f
an mg 0 to f '7h 6O,e icled by Bryan. Peg Mullen said
re-enactment from the. man- most enduring. message com- .an i-war m~vemen 0 e s "we raised Mikey in the .belief
slaughter trial of the Inez Gracia 'municated to the attendants was _'and early 70 S.· that 'an individual, a man
rape case, and the story of the' this: support for those who learn .' When Bryan focuses on' the 'obeyed. That you didn't ques-r----.....;--------;,;...---------, this law, and.intend to practice Mullens, the book is brilliant. tion and .•.that was so wrong!"
it. '. But when Bryan gets too close to Friendly Fire is a masterpiece
This year the Eighth National his story, and actually becomes a of writing and reporting. Bryan's
Conference on Women and the character within it, the book first work of nonfiction will not
Law will be at the University of drags a bit. Readers are tired of easily be forgotten._
Wisconsin, _Madison, from
March 24th to the 27th. The
Washington area plans to char- .
ter a bus-round trip fare will be '
below $50. Registration, forms
and housing information maybe
obtained from Julie Weatherly
in the Legal Aid Office, Bacon
103. '
, Although the official registra-
tion deadline is February 15th,
" late registration should continue
for a short. period . of time
thereafter -. The workshop sche-
duleis in the women's .Iounge,
second floor of the law school.
]f-
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' ... , ,*' . ....******************************* '...Coming Soon.•.:...............'...
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*"......
*'*"*'.: .Tuesday. march-8*" '. '. . . .*" Check the Hatchet and Q flyers for time and place
: ' P(esente~ by th~ Program Board and*' Ad Hoc Committee on Graduate Programming
"
8-TbeADVOCATE
-By Kathy Ryan
, Eight years ago; a half-dozen
women gathered to plan the first
conference on law in the United
States' as it affects women. Last
year the conference attracted'
.over'· two -. thousand students,
attorneys,- judges, .and other
working people from across the'
country to the three-day series of
workshops at Temple Univer-
sity, Philadelphia.
·-TIlEADVOCATE '
Editors
Jeff Gorsky Sebastian Graber
Business Man.!lger
. ,Contributors, .
: Kathy Ryari, T.A.i Coons, Prof. John Banzhaf, Melvin A.
Marshall, Ron Ostroff, Bob Chlopak: ', ...
Young Americans for Freedom present:
..
(R., Penn.]
Ronald Reagan's' controversial
designa~e for. the Republican party'~
Vice Presidential nomination "
last· summer will speak ,at. GWU •
Marvin. Center Theatre
.,Tuesday, March 1
8:00 pm
/
- ........ ,
A few law students are trying to get together' a group of people
Anterested in watching classic movies on weekends. ,
.The source of these movies will be the Prince Georges County
Library, which has an excellent film .library. Its Russian films
alone include Eisenstein's Alexander Nevsky,.Ivan'the Terrible,
October, The General Line, and Strike; Pudovkin's Mother, and
Storm Over Asia; and Dovzhenko's Earth, .and Arsenal-almost
'every classic Russian film generally known about in America.
These films are available free to anyone with a Prince Georges
County Library card, and even a non-resident can get a P.G.
County Library card by paying fivedollars.
All that is needed to get these films is someone who can go to
P.G. County to: pick these films up. Anyone interested and
capable of picking up the films can call Jeff Gorsky at 426-5079
(work) or 223-4754 (home). '
GET INVOLVEDI
-,
Program Board/GOverning Board Elections will 'be held
on March 1 and March 2.
Petitioning for candidacy will be open until Thursday,
February 17.
Governing Board'
'At Large Rep (2)
Food Service Rep
Bookstore Rep
Parking Rep
. Program Board
Chairperson
Vice Chairperson
Treasurer
Secretary -
Petitions are available in the Student Activities Office
from 9:00 am-:-5:00 pm Marvin Center 425/427.
Graduate'Wine .
and
.Cheese~Party
Free...open to all graduate
and ',professional school studentsl'
